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Within the past decade, the idea and process of sharing information has become
infinitely easier as the world has been switching their databases and modes of
Charlie James
Does anyone have anycommunication to the internet. This has completely opened up the idea of online
information on reporting
communities and the ability to share ideas across great distances. However when
procedures they can share?
it comes to healthcare, embracing change to digital sharing has not gone as
smoothly. Design has a huge opportunity when it comes to healthcare, as many of
their systems are quickly becoming outdated and limiting as newer technologies
become available. Change can sometimes be a very unwelcome thing, and it
becomes even more so when it involves systems concerning healthcare. We
wanted to create a means of digital communication between quality care
professionals that would benefit their projects and their development.
This document summarizes the information gathered by Simonne, Min, Johannes,
and Bob through a co-creative practice. We employed the use of research involving
standard practices around web, with the addition of two sessions with actual
Vancouver Costal Health web users. These sessions allowed us to see which
aspects of our design could be improved, and greatly influenced our design
direction.
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Design Problem + Opportunity
Vancouver Coastal Health (VCH) and Emily Carr University of Art + Design
(ECUAD) have a history of joining together to work on a wide range
projects within the healthcare community. This time, students in thirdyear interaction and communication design were approached to redesign
a system for online communication between graduates of VCH’s Quality
Academy concerning quality assurance projects across British Columbia.

Problem
From a student’s perspective, our first design challenge was to get to know
the user from Vancouver Costal Health.

the existing qexchange homepage

The Q:Exchange, as it was introduced to us, was made to be a hub for
healthcare professionals. However, it consisted of a confusing registration
system, over- complicated functionality, and not enough visual/
communicative feedback to encourage the user to continue using the
Q:Exchange for their projects. One of the main issues was privacy, and
the workers being unsure of file security on an external website, which
completely missed the point. The Q:Exchange was made with the intention
of giving those interested in healthcare quality the chance to share and
open up discussions regarding the different projects. The internet is still
very new to our world, and it changes rapidly. As Liz Saunders says in her
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essay Co-creation and the new landscapes of design, “it will take some
time before the predominant culture accepts egalitarian idea sharing” [1].
VCH was open to any and all ideas on how we might change the web app
to make it more appealing.
Our second and primary design challenge after that was the create
a new system for Vancouver Costal Health, which brought it’s users
closer together, and allowed a free exchange of projects, skills, and ideas
throughout all of British Columbia.

Opportunity
As a student, we get the opportunity to learn how to create a system
for a real-world problem. We get the change to improve communication
through British Columbia’s hospital network system, and possibly improve
Quality of patient care within British Columbia.
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all of our helpful feedback from VCH, we were able to iron out the
four main issues which we wanted to address in our design. Our main
Charlie James joined the
goal was to encourage a sense of community and open sharing within the
exchange.
Quality Exchange through:
GROUP CHAT

1. Functional File Management System

Charlie James
After experiencing their Sharepoint program, we knew that a focus on
Does anyone have any
the file management system was crucial. We wanted to make files easy
information on reporting
procedures they can share?
share and

to

download directly within your quality project group, along with
encouraging group discussions and progress by adding the ability to
comment directly on particular files. The feature of bookmarking individual
discussion topics and files was also very important for the users to be able
to quickly locate and refer to.

uploading a file to the bc sepsis network
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Charlie James
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posted in Discussions: "Everyone remember to…"

Rajiv Deeptha and Charlie James and 2 others posted in Data for QI - how does sepsis data make it back to the people who provided the care.
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4. Mobility
Most people currently use Blackberry’s and PC’s, but want the ability to use
iPhones and tablets. For this reason, we are also providing a jQuery mobile
web app as a supplement to our website.
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Design Methodology
Initial Co-creation: Getting to know VCH
In our first co-creation session with VCH
professionals we wanted to get to know them,
their experiences with technology, and the
culture that exists throughout healthcare
facilities in BC. This first co-creation was the get
a sense of who we were designing for, and how
they used the Quality Exchange network. Two
hour-long sessions took place, each with five
different activities, that allowed us to gather
data about their daily routines, connections
with colleagues, experience with computers/
tablets/ phones, their journey through the Quality
Academy, and what portions of a webapp would
be the most important — realizing it’s being
made just for them.
photos from our initial co-creation

Findings
daily routines
3+ hours of e-mails
each day
Have group meetings
as well as digital
meetings

profile
Between 26-59 years
old
In senior positions
Fine QE confusing
Want a better way to
see past projects

devices used
1 Blackberry
2 Laptop/desktop
3 iPhone-persona

desired devices
• Tablets

desired connection
via
1 A good web app
2 Outlook synced
within the group
along with iCal
3 Clear notification
system within the
group

how user connects

4 Group Web meetings,
discussions, and
chat.desired devices

1 E-mail

top web components

2 Website

1 Dashboard

3 Face-to-Face

2 Calendar

4 Web-Ex

3 Search

5 Phone

4 Profile

• Apple Products

5 Bookmarks
6 Notifications
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Second Co-creation: User testing
After designing our first iteration of the webapp,
we welcomed VCH representatives back for a
second co-creation session — this time having
them focus on our interface from both functional
and visual stand-point. A walkthrough of our
imagined Q:Exchange took place, and throughout
we encouraged feedback. Most of it was positive,
with a few repeated comments about typography,
layout of some functions, and methods of sorting
projects. “It feels like I’m using a program,” said
Janet, one of our co-creators, referring to the
design’s use of icons, colors, and layout. This
relation to a program confirmed our belief that
we needed to make this webapp something that
people would feel invited to explore and upload
their content to.
Fortunately for us, our group was invited by
Sheila Browning to visit Vancouver General
Hospital one morning to tour their current

data-sharing programs within VCH. We were
able to view the Portal, which was used for
administrative communication of data to hospital
coordinators, and the Sharepoint, which was
their main hub for sharing data about their
quality projects. The Sharepoint system had a
good amount of functionality, but the visual and
architectural design of the program was holding
it back. The file system — which is the most
important part for sharing information about
the quality projects — is buried deep within
Sharepoint’s architecture. However, as soon as
you got to the files, there appeared to be no
system of organization — at least, none that the
average user was aware of. Lack of organization,
customization, and a search function that
commonly brings up files which are ten years
out of date, result in a program that is extremely
difficult to use, but mandatory.

a screen recording from our user testing
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The Final Design
Our final design took all of the feedback from our cocreation sessions and
critiques, to pull together a webapp which would promote open sharing
and project development within quality care. We wanted the users to feel
accomplishment when their project starts gaining positive results, and
feel a sense of community between themselves and their co-collaborators
when they do so.
“Interface designers needed to think about how a system could
communicate its capabilities in a way that helps users generate
appropriate plans, and they needed to provide feedback that clearly
communicated how an action advanced a user toward a goal”[3].
In interaction design we focus a lot on social practice, and the
encouragement for users to freely interact with something. This project
involved a lot of research, and understanding who exactly our client was,
what they needed, and what would make the Quality Exchange successful.
We weren’t creating a website as much as we were creating a service,
and opening up quality care to a much bigger community of ideas. As
Liz Saunders mentions in her essay Design Servicing People, we need to
“design products and tools that [are] simultaneously “useful, usable and
desirable”[4]. That’s exactly what the Q:Exchange needed to be.

exchange
the alternate branding which we were encouraged to
come up with for the q:exchange. it is designed to be
istinct from bcpsqc logo while still maintains continuity through colour scheme

the alternate branding which we were encouraged to
come up with for the q:exchange. it is designed to be
istinct from bcpsqc logo while still maintains continuity through colour scheme
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Feasibility
Mobile App and Website
We believe our website and mobile app are constructable using current
industry standard web coding and databases.

WebEx
We have found some instances of embedded WebEx already. Additionally,
many documents easily found online which describe to methods to embed
a WebEx Conference Room into another Website.

Outlook and iCal calendar sync
We Think the group should have an Outlook and iCal calendar that can
be sent out to members. Once you join the calendar, you get synced
information about the group.

Search
We are employing a global search much like facebook. When you search,
you filter through people, calendar, files, etc. We believe this is the best way
to employ search without a major algorithmic infrastructure like google.

the qexchange search results screen
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Summary
We saw a fractured web infrastructure, that confused its user, and did not
instigate a second look. We looked to streamline the Quality Exchange
website into a central Dashboard, which leads into your project feeds.
Both screens employ the same structure, and language, so that they work
together.
From this space, we offer the ability to search archived and current projects,
people, files & calendar events. Within these files and discussions, we
provide the ability to comment. Once you find a group, project, or person you
are looking for, you can talk about the real issues your health organization is
facing. Receive Notifications, Meet virtually, or check the calendar for a faceto-face meeting. Our hope is that we foster a community of people that can
learn, grow, and improve healthcare in British Columbia together.
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